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Four years ago, I reviewed Business and Commercial Litigation in Federal Courts (3d ed.), concluding then that notwithstanding the dwindling “brick-and-mortar,” traditional law libraries, this multi-volume treatise is a worthy tool in the arsenal of the business litigator. Well, now nineteen years after its inception, the treatise, Business and Commercial Litigation in Federal Courts (4th ed.) (“BCL”), is in its Fourth Edition, having added twenty-five new chapters leading to three more volumes. Is it still worth the shelf space? Unquestionably, this landmark treatise remains an essential guide for commercial litigators and in-house counsel alike. The addition of the new chapters is an important recognition of the evolution of commercial litigation that plays out in the federal courts. As with the past editions, the roster of authors for each of the chapters continues to be a “who’s who” of practitioners and judges well-known in the commercial arena.

New to the treatise are several substantive areas, such as fiduciary duty litigation, securitization and structured finance, public utility, fashion and retail, health care institutions, and social media. Since business litigators are often called upon to assist in a wide variety of issues, industries, and topics, these
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new chapters are a welcome addition. Each provides a concise, useful compendium of the area, and a great starting point as matters arise.

Apart from these substantive additions, the book provides strong practice-based chapters that are useful not only to newcomers of the commercial litigation bar, but for seasoned practitioners as well. Some of the new procedure and practice-oriented chapters include mediation,9 arbitration10 and teaching litigation skills.11 One new chapter—something not traditionally taught in law schools—called “Marketing to Potential Business Clients,”12 is a must read for all.

The treatise continues to be very well organized, and the indices are detailed enough that you can quickly turn to the appropriate chapter and zero in on the topic at hand. In fact, it’s highly likely that one researching will produce an answer using the treatise quicker than if using an online database. In the age of the shrinking brick and mortar library, it can be a real pleasure to “go to the books” rather than the screen once in a while.13 That said, the CD-ROM provided with the set contains useful forms, checklists, and jury charges that are also included in the published set.

Each of the topics covered is comprehensive in scope, yet well-organized and easily navigable. For example, new Chapter 116, “Fiduciary Duty Litigation,”14 starts with a discussion of the various types of fiduciary relationships, the different types of claims and available remedies. Useful suggestions for discovery and motion practice are particularly helpful,15 as is the section on ethical issues that may arise in connection with the representation of a fiduciary.16
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The industry-oriented chapter, “Fashion and Retail,” Chapter 149, addresses a wide swath of issues for anyone servicing that industry. For example, there is a concise intellectual property section, as well as topics covering real estate issues, privacy issues, labor law and antitrust concerns. In short, for the commercial litigator thrust into a dispute involving the fashion and retail industries, the industry-oriented chapter should be their first stop. In short, this chapter provides a high-level exploration of the very issues facing those clients of which you, as their litigator, should be aware.

“Litigation Management by Corporations,” Chapter 69, is not only an excellent tool for the office of General Counsel of any company, but gives thoughtful insight to the outside counsel who services those companies. A worthy read for both. The chapter starts with strategies and methodologies employed to effectively manage litigation. It ends with a wide array of forms, checklists and budgets so as to ensure successful management of even the most complex of cases.

Similarly, “Litigation Management by Law Firms,” Chapter 68, gives sound advice and practical tips to help lawyers better manage client relations and expectations. That is, to successfully manage a law practice—something rarely taught in law schools today. The chapter closes with helpful forms and samples, such as engagement letters, declination letters, litigation holds, timelines, and budgets.

Notwithstanding Rule 1 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure that requires the Rules be construed to serve the purpose of a “just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of every action and proceeding,” litigation is expensive. Complex business litigation is even more so. The BCL has a chapter on this: “Techniques for Expediting and Streamlining Litigation.” It includes excellent, thought-provoking discussion of everything from overcoming the resistance to streamlining litigation, to effective staffing issues and various types of alternative fee
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arrangements. Everyone in the litigation process—lawyers, judges and clients—should read this chapter. You are likely to consider alternative approaches to managing your next complex case.

With the trend of law offices shrinking in size,\textsuperscript{23} shelf space is at a premium. And this treatise is what should occupy the shelf of anyone involved in the commercial litigation process—I assure you, it will not gather dust. The guidance, strategic considerations, checklists and forms, are tools and a “must have” for every business litigator who is or will be going to federal court today.